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Why Dynamic-Element-Matching DACs Work
Ian Galton, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This jump-start tutorial brief explains the principle that underlies all of the published mismatch-scrambling and
mismatch-shaping dynamic-element-matching (DEM) digital-toanalog converters (DACs). It explains the apparent paradox of
how an all-digital algorithm can cause analog component mismatches to introduce spectrally shaped noise instead of nonlinear
distortion, even though the algorithm has no knowledge of the
actual mismatches. The concept is first explained in the context
of a discrete-time three-level DEM DAC. The results are then
generalized to an arbitrary number of levels, to segmented DEM
DACs, and to continuous-time DEM DACs.
Index Terms—Digital-to-analog converter (DAC), dynamic element matching (DEM), mismatch scrambling, mismatch shaping.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

YNAMIC-ELEMENT-MATCHING (DEM) digital-toanalog converters (DACs) have enabled major performance improvements over the last decade in oversampling
delta-sigma data converters, pipelined ADCs, and highresolution Nyquist-rate DACs [1]–[7]. In many cases, they
effectively eliminate component mismatches as a performancelimiting source of error.
In DACs without DEM, mismatches among nominally identical circuit elements inevitably introduced during circuit fabrication cause nonlinear distortion. By scrambling the usage
pattern of the elements, DEM causes the error resulting from
the mismatches to be pseudorandom noise that is uncorrelated
with the input sequence instead of nonlinear distortion.
In mismatch-scrambling DEM DACs, the noise is white,
and in mismatch-shaping DEM DACs, the noise is spectrally
shaped. The former are used in Nyquist-rate applications such
as pipelined ADCs that require highly linear DACs. The latter
are used in oversampling applications, i.e., applications such
as delta-sigma (ΔΣ) data converters in which the DAC’s input
signal occupies a bandwidth of much less than half the sample
rate. The idea is to shape the power spectral density (PSD) of
the noise to lie mostly outside of the input signal band.
A large variety of DEM DACs have been published with
different properties and applications [8]–[20]. However, they
all operate on the same underlying principle. The principle is
counterintuitive because DEM is a completely digital technique
that assumes no knowledge of the component mismatches, yet
it controls the error introduced by the component mismatches.
This brief provides a tutorial explanation of the DEM principle in a framework that is not specific to any particular DEM
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Fig. 1. (a) Three-level DAC with a thermometer coded input. (b) DAC’s
output values versus its three possible input values.

DAC variant. The basic DEM idea is described in Section II for
the simplest possible case of a discrete-time three-level DEM
DAC. The results are extended to DEM DACs with arbitrary
numbers of levels in Section III, to segmented DEM DACs in
Section IV, and to continuous-time DEM DACs in Section V.
II. S IMPLEST N ONTRIVIAL C ASE : T HREE L EVELS
A. Ideal Behavior
The purpose of a DAC is to convert a sequence of input
values x[n], represented as a sequence of digital codewords,
into an analog waveform v(t). The input sequence is updated
at times nT , where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . is the sample number, and
T is the sample period. In sampled-data applications such as
switched-capacitor circuits, the DAC output v(t) is sampled
once per sample period, so the DAC can be viewed as having a
discrete-time analog output y[n] = v(nT ) and can be analyzed
as a purely discrete-time system. In the following, DEM is first
explained in this discrete-time context. Then, the results are
extended to the continuous-time case.
Consider a three-level discrete-time DAC with ideal output
values −Δ, 0, and Δ, where Δ denotes the DAC’s minimum
step size. Suppose the DAC input x[n] is represented as a 2-bit
thermometer code. In this case, each codeword is 00, 01, or 11
and symbolizes the numerical value −Δ, 0, or Δ, respectively.
In the absence of nonideal circuit behavior, the DAC would
simply change the format of the data from digital to analog
without introducing any numerical error, so y[n] = x[n].
B. Nonlinearity From 1-bit DAC Mismatches
The three-level DAC can be implemented with two 1-bit
DACs as shown in Fig. 1(a). The 1-bit DACs each generate
analog output samples given by

Δ/2 + ehi ,
if ci [n] = 1
yi [n] =
(1)
−Δ/2 + eli , if ci [n] = 0
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Fig. 2. Block stacking analogy.

for i = 1 and 2, where ehi and eli are mismatch errors caused
by mismatches among nominally identical circuit elements
inevitably introduced during circuit fabrication. It is assumed
that the mismatch errors do not significantly change over time.
As indicated in Fig. 1(a), the input to each 1-bit DAC is one of
the thermometer code input bits, and the two 1-bit DAC outputs
are summed to obtain y[n].
A plot of the three-level DAC’s three output values versus its
three possible input values is shown in Fig. 1(b) for a specific set
of nonzero mismatch errors. A line is also shown that connects
the points corresponding to x[n] = ±Δ. The line is described
by the equation y = αx + β, where α and β are the line’s slope
and offset, respectively. With this notation, Fig. 1(b) indicates
that the three-level DAC’s output can be written as
y[n] = αx[n] + β + eDAC [n]
where


eDAC [n] =

ε,
0,

if x[n] = 0,
if x[n] = −Δ

or

x[n] = Δ.

(2)

(3)

It can be verified that the constants α, β, and ε depend only
on the mismatch errors and that they reduce to 1, 0, and 0,
respectively, for the ideal case of zero mismatch errors.
Thus, the three-level DAC can be viewed as introducing a
constant gain of α, a constant offset of β, and an additive error
term eDAC [n] that is a deterministic nonlinear function of x[n].
The nonlinearity is what prevents the three-level DAC’s three
output points from lying on a straight line. In typical applications, the DAC’s gain and offset errors are rarely significant
problems, but the nonlinear distortion introduced by eDAC [n]
is often very problematic. The solution provided by DEM is
to convert eDAC [n] from nonlinear distortion to either white
or spectrally shaped pseudorandom noise that is uncorrelated
with x[n].
C. Conversion of Nonlinear Distortion Into Noise
It can be verified that if the input lines to the two 1-bit DACs
are swapped, then α, β, ε, and (2) remain unchanged, and
(3) changes only in that ε becomes −ε [15]. This surprising
symmetry result holds for any choice of mismatch errors. It is
analogous to the less surprising result depicted in Fig. 2: two
blocks of wood that differ in height by 2ε stack to the same
total height regardless of the order in which they are stacked,
and in each case, the seam between the two blocks is either ε
above or ε below half the stacked height [21].
The DEM DAC shown in Fig. 3(a) exploits this result by
sometimes swapping and sometimes not swapping the input bits
to the two 1-bit DACs each time x[n] = 0. It is identical to the

Fig. 3. (a) Three-level DEM DAC. (b) DAC’s four output values versus its
three possible input values.

three-level DAC in Fig. 1(a), except that it contains a digital
DEM encoder prior to the 1-bit DACs. During each sample
interval, the DEM encoder does one of two things: it either
connects its top and bottom inputs to its top and bottom outputs,
respectively, or connects its top and bottom inputs to its bottom
and top outputs, respectively.
A plot of the three-level DEM DAC’s four output values
versus its three input values is shown in Fig. 3(b). Because of
the symmetry result described above, each time x[n] = 0, the
value of y[n] is either ε above or ε below the line that joins
the points corresponding to x[n] = ±Δ, depending on whether
the DEM encoder swaps or does not swap the input bits to the
1-bit DACs.
It follows that the three-level DEM DAC satisfies (2) with
eDAC [n] = s[n]ε, where
⎧
if x[n] = 0, c1 [n] = 1, c2 [n] = 0
⎨ 1,
s[n] = −1, if x[n] = 0, c1 [n] = 0, c2 [n] = 1
(4)
⎩
0,
if x[n] = −Δ or x[n] = Δ.
Therefore, the sign of eDAC [n] is under the control of the
DEM encoder. As before, the DAC output points do not lie
on a straight line because eDAC [n] is nonzero when x[n] = 0.
However, by pseudorandomly modulating the sign of eDAC [n],
the DEM encoder can force eDAC [n] to be zero on average,
which causes the average of the points to lie on the y = αx + β
line. This causes the DEM DAC to be equivalent to a DAC with
perfect linearity plus an additive zero-mean noise source.
In addition to ensuring that eDAC [n] is of zero mean, it would
be desirable for eDAC [n] to be statistically independent of x[n].
However, it can be seen from (4) that this is not possible. For
example, if the magnitude of x[n] were always Δ, then eDAC [n]
would always be zero, whereas if x[n] were always zero, then
eDAC [n] would always have a magnitude of unity.
Fortunately, it is possible to make eDAC [n] uncorrelated with
x[n], as demonstrated below. This is a requirement in most
applications. Otherwise, the PSD of the DAC output would
contain cross terms from the correlation of x[n] and eDAC [n]
that could cause spurious tones and other nonlinear artifacts.
D. Mismatch Shaping Versus Mismatch Scrambling
A mismatch-scrambling DEM DAC is one in which eDAC [n]
is white noise. For the case of the three-level DEM DAC,
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Fig. 5. Simulated PSD of eDAC [n] in decibels relative to ε2 for the DEM
DAC in Fig. 3(a) with the DEM encoder in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. First-order mismatch-shaping DEM encoder for the DEM DAC
in Fig. 3(a) with a thermometer coded input.

mismatch scrambling can be achieved if the DEM encoder’s
swapping operation is controlled by a pseudorandom 1-bit
sequence updated at the sample rate. Provided the 1-bit pseudorandom sequence is white, has an equal probability of being 1
or 0, and is independent of x[n], it causes s[n] and, therefore,
eDAC [n] to be zero-mean white noise that is uncorrelated with
x[n], as required.
A mismatch-shaping DEM DAC is one in which eDAC [n]
is spectrally shaped noise. A DEM encoder for a first-order
mismatch-shaping version of the three-level DEM DAC is
shown in Fig. 4 [22]. It consists of four 2–1 multiplexers, an
XOR gate, two flip-flops, and a pseudorandom bit generator.
The pseudorandom bit generator is designed such that r[n] well
approximates a white sequence of random variables that are
uncorrelated with x[n] and take on values of 1 and 0 with equal
probability. Note that the data path is not clocked, so the only
delays between the inputs and outputs of the DEM encoder
are the logic propagation delays. The circuitry that determines
whether c1 [n] = 1 and c2 [n] = 0 or vice versa when x[n] = 0
is clocked at the DAC’s sample rate.
It can be verified from Fig. 4 and (4) that s[n], n =
0, 1, 2, . . ., is a concatenation of the following two types of
sequences:
1, 0, . . . , 0, −1, 0, . . . , 0

or

− 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0

(5)

called Type 1 and Type 2 doublet sequences, respectively,
where each 0 is present only when the corresponding
value of x[n] is nonzero [23]. For example, if {x[1], x[2], x[3],
x[4], x[5], x[6], . . .} = {0, 0, −Δ, 0, Δ, 0, . . .}, r[0] = 0, and
r[3] = 1, then {s[1], s[2], s[3], s[4], s[5], s[6], . . .} = {1, −1, 0,
−1, 0, 1, . . .}, which is a Type 1 doublet followed by a Type 2
doublet.
The statistical properties of r[n] ensure that the DEM encoder chooses the type of each doublet independently from its
previous choices and x[n] and such that the two doublet types
occur with equal probability. Since r[n] is independent of x[n],
s[n] is uncorrelated with x[n], as required. Furthermore, since
the only nonzero values in each doublet in s[n] are a single 1
and a single −1, it follows that s[n] has zero mean, as required,
and also that
 n





(6)
s[n] ≤ 1, for all n > 0.



k=0

Fig. 6. One-bit DAC with mismatch errors that is equivalent to an ideal 1-bit
DAC with constant gain and offset errors.

Given that eDAC [n] = s[n]ε, this implies that
1
lim
N →∞ N


2
−1
N



eDAC [n] = 0




(7)

k=0

which indicates that the PSD of eDAC [n] is zero at ω = 0. It
can be shown that the PSD is free of spurious tones and rises at
20 dB/decade as ω increases from zero [24]. Hence, eDAC [n]
has a first-order highpass shape, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Highpass mismatch shaping of the type described above is
useful when the DAC’s input signal occupies a frequency band
centered at ω = 0. Other mismatch-shaping options are also
available. In applications such as bandpass ΔΣ data converters,
the DAC’s input signal band is not centered at ω = 0. In
such cases, bandstop mismatch-shaping DACs can be used to
suppress eDAC [n] in the signal band [17], [25]–[27]. In both
cases, it is possible to achieve higher order spectral shaping
[13], [16], [23].
III. E XTENSION TO M ORE T HAN T HREE L EVELS
DEM works in the three-level DEM DAC because of the
symmetry illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Similar symmetry is exploited
by DEM DACs with more than three levels, but the corresponding graphical explanation is too complicated to easily
provide insight. Therefore, a nongraphical explanation of DEM
is developed in this section, first for the three-level DEM DAC
and then for a DEM DAC with an arbitrary number of levels.
A comparison of (1) to the two possible output values of the
1-bit DAC shown in Fig. 6 indicates that mismatch errors in a
1-bit DAC are equivalent to gain and offset errors. Therefore,
since the output of the three-level DEM DAC is y[n] = y1 [n] +
y2 [n], it can be written as


1
1
y[n] = α1 c1 [n] −
Δ + β1 + α2 c2 [n] −
Δ + β2 .
2
2
(8)
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Fig. 7. (N + 1)-level DEM DAC.

Since c1 [n] and c2 [n] are both 0 when x[n] = −Δ and both 1
when x[n] = Δ, it follows from (4) that
1
(x[n]/Δ + 1 + s[n])
2
1
c2 [n] = (x[n]/Δ + 1 − s[n]) .
2

c1 [n] =

(9)
(10)

IV. E XTENSION TO S EGMENTED DAC S

Substituting (9) and (10) into (8) yields (2) with
1
(α1 + α2 ), β = β1 + β2
2
Δ
eDAC [n] = (α1 − α2 )s[n].
2

α=

(11)
(12)

This analysis shows that eDAC [n] is proportional to s[n], as
found previously. As shown below, the analysis easily extends
to the case of DEM DACs with more than three levels.
A general (N + 1)-level DEM DAC is shown in Fig. 7. It
consists of a DEM encoder followed by N 1-bit DACs that
operate according to (1). The overall DAC output is the sum of
the 1-bit DAC outputs. The input sequence x[n] is represented
by a sequence of codewords that symbolize the set of values {−N Δ/2, −N Δ/2 + 1, −N Δ/2 + 2, . . . , N Δ/2}. The
N 1-bit output sequences from the DEM encoder satisfy
1
c1 [n] + c2 [n] + · · · + cN [n] = x[n]/Δ + N
2

(13)

which ensures that y[n] = x[n] in the absence of mismatch
errors.
The following two results can be obtained using the same
argument that led to (9)–(12). First, each of the DEM encoder’s
1-bit output sequences can be written as
ci [n] = (mi x[n] + λi [n]) /Δ +

1
2

(14)

where the mi are constants, and λi [n] are sequences that satisfy
N


mi = 1 and

N


i=1

λi [n] = 0,

(15)

i=1

respectively, for all n. Second, the (N + 1)-level DEM DAC
output is given by (2), where α and β are the average and sum
of the 1-bit DAC αi and βi values, respectively, and
eDAC [n] =

N


αi λi [n].

It follows from (14) that each 1-bit DEM encoder output is
equal to x[n] scaled by mi /Δ, offset by 1/2, and quantized
to 0 or 1. The quantization error sequences are λi [n]/Δ, i =
1, 2, . . . , N , and the right equation in (15) implies that they sum
to zero, as required to satisfy (13). Mismatches among the αi
values of the 1-bit DACs cause this quantization error to leak
into the overall DAC output via eDAC [n] according to (16).
Fortunately, the DEM encoder has considerable control over
the λi [n] sequences because, for most values of x[n], there are
multiple solutions to (13) and the different solutions result in
different λi [n] values. DEM encoders are designed to exercise
this control such that the λi [n] sequences have the statistical
properties desired of eDAC [n]. For example, a DEM encoder
for an (N + 1)-level first-order mismatch-shaping DEM DAC
can be implemented by wiring together N copies of the DEM
encoder shown in Fig. 4 in the form of a tree structure [22].

(16)

i=1

A comparison of these results to (9)–(12) indicates that for
the three-level DAC described previously, m1 = m2 = 1/2,
λ1 [n] = s[n]Δ/2, and λ2 [n] = −s[n]Δ/2.

The DEM DAC architecture shown in Fig. 7 has the disadvantage that the DEM encoder’s complexity and the number
of 1-bit DACs grow exponentially with the number of bits of
DAC resolution. Hence, it is not practical in applications such
as high-resolution Nyquist-rate DACs.
Recently, segmented DEM DACs have been developed that
overcome this problem [7], [28], [29]. Segmented DEM DACs
have the same general structure shown in Fig. 7, except that the
1-bit DAC weights are not all equal and their DEM encoders
function somewhat differently. By having groups of 1-bit DACs
with equal weights yet having the weights of the 1-bit DACs in
each group be larger than those of the previous group, sufficient
flexibility can be retained for DEM to be effective without
having complexity that grows exponentially with the number
of input bits [7], [29].
In a segmented DEM DAC, each 1-bit DAC operates
according to

Ki Δ/2 + ehi ,
if ci [n] = 1
yi [n] =
(17)
−Ki Δ/2 + eli , if ci [n] = 0
where Ki is the weight of the 1-bit DAC. By definition, K1 = 1,
and each Ki , for i = 2, 3, . . . , N , is a positive integer ordered
such that Ki ≥ Ki−1 . The values of Ki and the DEM encoder
are designed such that
1
K1 c1 [n] + K2 c2 [n] + · · · + KN cN [n] = x[n]/Δ + M
2
(18)
where M = K1 + K2 + · · · + KM . This ensures that y[n] =
x[n] in the absence of mismatch errors where each sample of
x[n] can be any value in the set



1
1
1
1
M − 1 Δ, −
M − 2 Δ, . . . , M Δ .
− M Δ, −
2
2
2
2
(19)
An argument almost identical to that of the previous section
indicates that the DEM encoder’s 1-bit output sequences are
still given by (14), except that mi and λi [n] satisfy
N

i=1

Ki mi = 1 and

N

i=1

Ki λi [n] = 0,

(20)
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respectively, and (2) still holds but with
eDAC [n] =

N


αi Ki λi [n].

(21)

This is the continuous-time counterpart of the result shown
in Fig. 6. It can be verified by substituting (24) into (23) to
obtain (22).
As shown in [7], during the nth sample period

i=1

Therefore, in analogy to the nonsegmented case, the DEM
encoder in a segmented DEM DAC is designed to exercise the
flexibility it has in satisfying (18) such that the λi [n] sequences
have the statistical properties desired of eDAC [n].
Segmented DEM DACs offer huge reductions in circuit area
relative to their nonsegmented counterparts when a large number of input levels are required. However, this benefit comes at a
price. As shown in [29], it is only possible for the DEM encoder
to ensure that eDAC [n] does not have a nonlinear dependence
on x[n] if the range of x[n] is restricted so that it never takes
on the smallest KN − 1 values or the largest KN − 1 values
in (19).
For example, the DEM DAC with the highest level of segmentation published to date can handle an input sequence that
takes on any of 32 767 values, but it is necessary to restrict
the input sequence to the middle 16 385 values of this range
to ensure that the error resulting from mismatches is free of
nonlinear distortion [30]. This corresponds to a 6-dB reduction
in signal swing. In terms of the signal-to-noise ratio, the signalswing reduction can be compensated by reducing the circuit
noise from the 1-bit DACs by 6 dB, but doing so usually
dictates a significant increase in power dissipation. Therefore,
segmentation represents a fundamental tradeoff between circuit
complexity and power dissipation.
V. E XTENSION TO C ONTINUOUS -T IME DAC S
In cases where the DEM DAC output is not sampled by
subsequent circuitry, the DAC output must be treated as a
continuous-time waveform. Fortunately, all the DEM results
described above hold with a few simple modifications, as
described below.
The same DEM DAC architecture as described previously
is used for the continuous-time case, except that, during the
nth sample period, i.e., when nT ≤ t < (n + 1)T , the output
of each 1-bit DAC is given by

a(t − nT )Ki Δ/2 + ehi (t − nT ),
if ci [n] = 1
yi (t) =
−a(t − nT )Ki Δ/2 + eli (t − nT ), if ci [n] = 0
(22)
where a(t) is the ideal unit output pulse common to all of the
1-bit DACs, and ehi (t) and eli (t) are mismatch error pulses
caused by the component mismatches and are specific to the ith
1-bit DAC. The only assumption made about a(t), ehi (t), and
eli (t) is that they are zero outside of 0 ≤ t < T .
An equivalent form of (22) is

1
yi (t) = αi (t − nT )Ki ci [n] −
Δ + βi (t − nT ) (23)
2
where
αi (t) = a(t)+

ehi (t)−eli (t)
ehi (t)+eli (t)
βi (t) =
.
Ki Δ
2

(24)

y(t) = α(t − nT )x[n] + β(t − nT ) + eDAC (t)

(25)

where α(t) and β(t) are pulses that are zero outside of
0 ≤ t < T , and
eDAC (t) =

N


Ki λi [n]αi (t − nT ).

(26)

i=1

The only differences between (25) and (26) and the corresponding results for the discrete-time case, i.e., (2) and (21),
are that the constant coefficients α, β, and αi in (2) and (21)
are replaced by corresponding time pulses in (25) and (26).
Consequently, all of the results described previously for the
discrete-time case hold for the continuous-time case too. This
implies that DEM applies to not only static mismatch errors but
also pulse shape and timing mismatch errors.
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